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(0) A #QAnon thread about "Godfather III".
***YOU HAVE TO BE 18 OR OLDER TO READ THIS THREAD.***

***DO NOT TAG ANY BAD PLAYERS ON MY POSTS***

(1) Two quick disclaimers: to keep the story moving, some of the Q drops used will be
presented by the most meaningful excerpts.

I will be shinning the LIGHT on Catholic crimes, here, but bigoted comments against the
edifice of the Church get blocked, like they always are.
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(2) So, let's get to distressing Q drop 189 - the biggest reality check, ever.

"All that you know to be right is wrong. The 'cult' runs the world."

(3) This is a complex thread, so I will present the conclusions up front: it's about the makings
of the Cabal, how the Rockefellers were succeeded by George Soros, and how Cabal
instated the fake Pope.
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(4) Q makes it clear, back in drop 133: "Who are the puppet Masters?"

Saud >> Rothschild >> Soros.

TRILIONAIRES.

(5) Rothschilds : cult leaders, control Banks, Financial Institutions, the Church and fake Pope.

House of Saud: Oil, Technology Co's, Sex Haven for Child Trafficking. Control US and UK
Politicians.

Soros: controls transnational organizations, operator of slush funds.
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(6) At the beginning of POTUS' mandate, these three families had a tyrant's grip on Earth,
controlling the geopolitical realities of the Planet to fit their NWO agenda.

They had the whole world *feeding them* as they left us nothing but crumbs.
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(7) What about "Godfather III", the movie?

“The only wealth in this world is children. More than all the money, power on the earth.”

(Michael Corleone - Godfather III)
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(8) After a life of crime, Michael Corleone wants to complete the seemingly impossible
transition into legality and respectability.

(9) He plans to do it through his wealth, his family, and his connections to the Catholic
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church.

(10) The Corleones have by now surrendered their criminal enterprises to Joey Zasa, a
younger, hungrier gangster.
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(11) Michael makes a huge donation to "the poor people in Sicily" via the Church - and is
given the title of 'Commendatore' of the Order of Saint Sebastian.

(12) He is well aware the money will never reach the needy - he is playing the game with
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ulterior motives.

(13) He tries unsuccessfully to get into business with a Vatican company, his ticket to final
respectability.

He is caught instead in the web of corruption in the Church's finances.
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(14) He is advised by a good, honest priest, who becomes Pope, only to be poisoned by the
corrupt people he was about to expose.

This is at once about John Paul the Ist, but also about the ousting Benedict XVI.

(15) Michael's plans are thwarted by the crooked Archbishop Gilday, in cahoots with his
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enemies.
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(16) In the end, the tensions of leaving criminal life and trying to enter into Vatican business
invite such a level of evil, that unavoidable tragedy abates over his family.

(17) So, in my interpretation of this Godfather III movie analogy, we have the mighty
Rockefellers - transitioning from robber barons to philanthropists - and then out the Cabal
for good.
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(18) David Rockefeller, the youngest son of John D., turned out to be the last power broker in
the family.
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(19) And their "Joey Zasa" who takes their share of the Cabal is Hungarian financier George
Soros.
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(20) Soros works in tandem with the Rothschilds, the cult leaders and controllers of the
Pope.
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(21) The third facet of the pyramid is the Saud dynasty in Saudi Arabia. They can be best
represented by Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal - who held sway over both Clintons AND the
Bushes.
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(22) The Globalist Overlords put in place a black controlled usurper Pope.
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(24) The Cult spins a global spider web that keeps the Planet in constant turmoil, creating
multiple conflicts as ways of keeping *markets open* to their criminal activities.
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(24b) Q Drop 36: why did George Soros transfer his wealth to his charity?

(24c) His own "Open Society Foundations", banned from Russia for representing "a threat to
the foundations of the constitutional system and the security of the state".

theguardian.com/business/2017/…
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(24d) The reason why can be found in this EO from December 2017, that provides for asset
seizure from persons involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse and Corruption.

whitehouse.gov/presidential-a…
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(24e) Q keeps confirming that the signature Godfather III relates to upcoming events.
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(24f) To fight the Cabal, POTUS also has allies around the world - and they have planned,
installed, and activated the beam of LIGHT.

So it happened, the onslaught of #TheStorm.

(24g) Good Saudi King Salman unleashed his "anti-corruption purges", arrested hundreds of
billionaire princes and ministers, broke one side of the Cabal's pyramid and shut the Saudi
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Sex-Slave safe haven, freeing 3k children at once.

(24h) Saudi Arabia was the bloody wonderland, the safe haven of Child Sex Trafficking - and
the MOST disturbing allegations are made against HRC, but so far they have not been
substantiated in public.
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(24i) Under the former rulers of the House of Saud, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia turned into
one of the biggest donors for the Clinton Foundation.
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(24) One of the most powerful men in the Kingdom was arrested, too. One of the leaders of
the Cabal in Saudi Arabia.

cnsnews.com/news/article/p…

(25) Prince Alwaleed bin Talal is one of the richest men on earth, and was said in the Q
drops to be one of the puppet masters of American Politics.
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(26) Alwaleed’s philanthropic foundation has given “$1 million or more” in cumulative
donations to the Carter Center, and between $100,000 and $250,000 to the Clinton
Foundation.
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(27) But a simple cursory search showed multiple millionaire donations from companies
that Alwaleed had meaningful stakes. I'm sure a thorough search will find many more.
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(28) Q drop 88: the events in SA are about to be replicated elsewhere.
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(29) All the Democratic bad players of BHO administration, using unsecured emails, were
involved with Godfather III.
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(30) Bill Clinton is already in legal trouble, seeking a deal, by November 5th, 2017 Q drop 94.

(31) Again, the promise of events in Saudi Arabia being replicated around the world.
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(32) Q drop 98 - the signature has a definite meaning.

(33) Fantasy land. The reality is unsettling. This is a war waged in secret, mostly.
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(34) The reason for all the uproar in the political mainstream is the *money flow disruption*
from *us*, the *feeders*, to the Cabal overlords and their puppets. Bushes, much?
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(35) Q drop 142: how did Soros replace the Rockefellers? I don't know, other than say that
Soros is behind the same Cultural Marxist causes and tenets that the Y were.

You are welcome to contribute.
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(36) John D. Rockefeller was the son of a traveling salesman who sold elixirs, referred to as
"Devil Bill".

He was the king of the world. How did he do it?

(37) Q drop 142 is a thread in itself: how the Titanic tragedy was created to open way for the
creation of the Federal reserve.
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(38) Here you have the story, told by someone ridiculing it. It's a popular, believable story.

businessinsider.com/conspiracy-the…
(39) November 14th, 2017 - Drop 154: Q posts "Our Lord's Prayer" in its King James' Version.
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(40) December, 2017: Pope Francis announces his intentions to change one verse of "Our
Lord's Prayer".

Many decried this decision, but I see it as a public sign of compliance with White Hats in
POTUS administration.
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(41) "Their need for symbolism will be their downfall."

Q puts us in a worldwide chase for the Cabal and their symbolism.
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(42) It was not hard to find. Look how reminiscent it is of contemporary "Spirit Cooking".

"They don't hide it. They don't fear you. You are sheep to them."

anothermag.com/fashion-beauty…
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(43) If you think this is just 70's nonsense, not meaningful today - just see how close to the
power Rothschilds still are.
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(44) Drop 274: be prepared for what you find.

(45) It is indeed scary as.. well - HELL.

They put in place a Satanist Pope.

Sorry to inform.
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(46) December 7th, 2017 - Q drop 299: one of the sides of the pyramid has been shattered.
The fight is to destroy the other two.
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(47) News unlock map: future proves past. The King James' Version of the Lord's Prayer was
posted just a few days before the announced changes.
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(48) Before you get up in arms against it - far from being a luciferian change, it is actually a
public sign of compliance - by reverting an infernal, artificial insertion in the translation.
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(49) The prayer was originally composed and spread in Aramaic, and went through Greek
and Latin versions before ever getting to the west.

JESUS DID NOT SPEAK ENGLISH, OK?
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(49b) The verse in the King James Version was a wrong translation, suggesting that God
could "lead us to temptation" - this is actually a hellish idea, now corrected.

This was a public sign of compliance from the usurper Pope.
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(50) On April 3, 2018, Q foretold that the Pope was going to have a terrible month of May.

TRUTH.

(50a) In May, this character enters the story.
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(51) Q drop 998: the usurper Pope Francis obeyed the Master, now-convicted pedophile
Archbishop Pell, who was a Clinton-Cabal plant.

I'll explain.
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(52) Like so many politicians and heads of state, the Argentinean Usurper is nothing but a
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puppet.

(53) The real power was Australian Archbishop George Pell, now serving a jail sentence for
child sexual abuse of two boys, after a jury returned a *unanimous* guilty verdict. He held
the Secretariat for the Economy with authority over *all economic activities* of the Vatican.
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(54) A group of Catholic leaders has denounced a "coup" in Vatican, orchestrated by
Democrats and Globalists, that ousted Benedict XVI and pushed the socialist puppet Francis
in his stead.
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(55) See this email sent to John Podesta, calling for a "Catholic Spring", for a revolution in the
Catholic Church.
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(56) Even leftist vehicles admit the Church was totally infiltrated.
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(57) Now a convicted and imprisoned felon, serial child abuser Pell is no longer running the
show.
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(58) As Anons scoured the planet for signs of the Cabal, Q posted THIS. A Moloch Owl,
"Guardian of the Pope".
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(59) Pell and Francis are still to meet their real day of reckoning. BURN, BABY, BURN!
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(60) In late August 2018, Q frames the ongoing negotiations. Drop 1950 is about diplomatic
relations between the US and the Holy See.
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(61) July 30th - in tweet that I see as another public sign of compliance, the usurper Pope
posts about human trafficking.

Q responds: "It's going to be BIBLICAL".
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(62) “The only wealth in this world is children. More than all the money, power on the earth.”

Michael Corleone - Godfather III

(63) WE ARE THE NEW MEDIA

Support my work on patreon.com/paulserran

or via Pay-Pal on the "donate" button on my blog: ppserran.wixsite.com/allthingsq/

Take back control from the handful of corporations that choke the information landscape.

FIGHT THE MOCKINGBIRDS.
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⭐ ️

(64) All images post produced at ribbet.com

(65) That was my #QAnon thread on "Godfather III".

/End.
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Like this thread? Get email updates or save it to PDF!
Subscribe to Paul Serran

Get real-time email alerts when new unrolls are available from this author!

This content may be removed anytime!

Twitter may remove this content at anytime, convert it as a PDF, save and print for later use!

Try unrolling a thread yourself!
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see all

1) Follow so you can easily mention us!

2) Go to a Twitter thread (series of Tweets by the same owner) and mention us with a
keyword "unroll" @threadreaderapp unroll

You can practice here first or read more on our help page!

Related hashtags
#QAnon #TheStorm

More from @paul_serran

Paul Serran
@paul_serran

Daily reminder: moral midget Macron Demission, get your filthy hands out of Brazilian
territory.

get your G7 money, and shove it where the sun don't shine.

I'm not calling this POS a former underage toyboy lover of an older predator lady.
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THE BRITISH PRESS IS.

DEMISSION, MACRON.

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5…
LOOK WHAT A LOVELY FAMILY:

Read 3 tweets

Paul Serran
@paul_serran

more unconvincing explanations

businessinsider.com/prince-andrew-…
"At no stage during the limited time I spent with him did I see, witness or suspect any
behaviour of the sort that subsequently led to his arrest and conviction," the statement said.

LIMITED TIME hahahahaha one or twice a year, every year, for decades! hahahahaha
LIMITED!
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Read 4 tweets

Paul Serran
@paul_serran

I have been focusing on trying to branch out to normies with my articles, and also following
up close on a very very intense news cycle on *so many* stories we are following.

BUT I'm also writing a new, long #QAnon thread. It will still take me a few days.

⭐ ️

(2) Like on many threads, this one will rely on an extensive backbone of Q posts. We have
here a first selection of no less than 27 drops.

Now, comes the time to go for as much open source corroboration as we can, to help the
story be understood.
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it's about

Read 3 tweets

Related threads

Gladys
@gladyslala

#Qanon posts from Aug. 28th, 2018. (Last year) 40(!!) posts. The most Q posts in a single
day.

1. Q posts a FoxNews link re: FBI confirmation of using leaks to obtain FISA warrants.
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2. Watch IRAN. Something incredible is about to happen. [Hassan Rouhani] The Good
People of IRAN have the POWER. FIGHT FOR YOUR FREEDOM.
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3. A long Q post re: FISA & who ultimately gave the order to spy on @POTUS (hint: Obama)

Also, what WAS the deal with the "overhaul" of the West Wing in 2013?
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Read 40 tweets

SeesInPixels
@SeesInPixels

*GODFATHER III #QANON THREAD* (1/10) Did anyone catch the #Qanon reference
happening regarding #Fredo?msn.com/en-ie/news/in-… 'news unlocks map'

'Fredo' reportedly appeared in archival footage for The Godfather III, via an independent
writer on MSM news.
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(2/10) And look at this, if you search the Q posts for 'Godfather III', a few posts seem to be
talking about human trafficking and the vatican. Maybe someone should go to this Tweet Q
linked and remind the Pope of what's coming?
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(3/10) Seems to me like these placemarkers like 'Snow White' and 'Godfather III' are very
multifaceted, unless they link together like a puzzle?

Ahh I see... 'Spider web' 'This is staged and deliberate'  'Godfather III'

'Upcoming events'
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Read 21 tweets

DocRock1007 
@DocRock1007
1. #QAnon drops a new placeholder. It adds holder for exculpatory evidence from FISA
telephone surveillance, "wiretaps" illegally withheld from FISA Court soon to be
DECLASsified. Placeholders will be populated by future news reports. #Q
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2. #QAnon Unrelated but worth noting: US taxpayers are paying for it all, the Paris accord
scam in trillions, the Red Cross scam in billions, Foreign Aid scams in trillions, and WAR
scams (trillions). Slush funds everywhere. Think G Soros pays for #Antifa from his own
pocket? #Q
3. #QAnon The US is funding the very people dedicated to its destruction.  The hole is deep.
Feel sick yet? #Q
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Read 45 tweets

Steven Lundgren
@love4thegameAK

HUGE STORY.. Devoloping...

Billionaire pedophile JEFFREY EPSTEIN was arrested for allegedly sex trafficking dozens of
minors in NY and Fl between 2002 and 2005, and will appear in court in New York on
Monday, according to three law enforcement sources thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstei…

Discernment..

I am Currently trying confirm this story.. I put developing because Daily Beast Listed 3 Police
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'Sources'... I will Update as I Find More Info. Thank You All! #WWG1WGA
Read 97 tweets

QBlueSky⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️
@QBlueSkyQ

.@POTUS Message in the Westminster Abbey guestbook “Thank you so much. This has been
a great honor. Special place.”

Notice: "Special Place" GS=George Soros

We have a Special Place picked out for GS Really special Q

Soros MIA Bilderberg

.@GenFlynn #QAnon #SaturdayThoughts

Q Proof Sidley Austin Offices Evacuated After Manhattan Helicopter Crash Representing VTB
a Russian Bank Contributed 385,000 to Hillary Clinton The Law Firm of the NWO+Dirt on
Rosenstein SidleyLaw partner Stephen Cohen w/Rod Rosenstein @POTUS .@GenFlynn
#QAnon #MondayMotivation
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Michelle Obama was employed at the law firm #Sidley Austin along with Weather
Underground terrorist Bernardine Dohrn, where she met Obama. Valerie Jarrett worked for
Mayor Richard Daley, offered Michelle Robinson a job as Assistant to Mayor Richard Daley
@POTUS .@GenFlynn #QAnon
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Read 14 tweets

Gerardus T. Hauwert
@Hauwertsr

THREAD in 2 parts; PART 1:

"A #QAnon thread on "Fighting Big Tech".

#GreatAwakening

DO ***NOT*** TAG THE BAD PLAYERS ACCUSED OF CRIMES AS DESCRIBED IN THE Q
DROPS."

TW Author: Paul Serran @paul_serran

threadreaderapp.com/thread/1106695…

THREAD in 2 parts; PART 2:

"The Street knows of the incoming judicial problems for Big Tech, so the shares for
Facebook and Twitter both fell around 20%, and kept falling."

TW Author: Paul Serran @paul_serran

threadreaderapp.com/thread/1106699…
@threadreaderapp please unroll; much thanks!
Read 3 tweets
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